
Summary of 2mrad extraction line phone conference meeting 23/02/05 – P. Bambade

Present: Deepa Angal-Kalinin, Olivier Dadoun, Philip Bambade & Robert Appleby

1) Review of work in progress

  -  The calculation of beam optical functions taking into account that the beam is off-axis
in QD & QFX elements is  studied by Rob and Deepa, based on the MAD deck sent by
Yuri Nosochkov (SLAC). The results are reported to agree rather  well - though not
exactly - after QD when comparing with the mixed method presently used, which
combines the BETA program  from Jacques Payet (CEA) and MAD. This differences
will be discussed with Yuri and Jacques. For the moment, the method  proposed in Yuri's
deck will be used to continue the feasibility studies. A deck with both QD and QFX off-
axis elements  will be prepared for the purpose of the planned benchmark tests within the
EuroTeV/ILPS/PCDL task.

  -  The reduction which occurs (for one sign of the crossing-angle) in the defocusing of
low energy particles in QD as  the spent beam goes through the SD sextupole needed to
correct the incoming beam for the chromatiticity was studied by  Rob, using as criterion
the horizontal extent of the beam from this low energy tail at QFX, as measured in terms
of  aperture needed for a fixed power deposited. The sextupole was modeled as a thin
element. The reduction was found to be  about 25% but, since the overall kick is also
reduced, QFX must be moved back about 0.6 m to achieve the same clearance.  Hence
the overall improvement is about 15%. The consequence on the overall geometry of the
FFS's and IR of achieving  simultaneous reduction for both spent beams will be checked
by Deepa and Rob.

  -  Philip has consulted with Brett Parker possibilities to integrate the needed sextupole in
or very near QD. Olivier  Napoly and other experts at CEA will also be contacted. There
is the possibility to use the very large bore sextupole as  suggested in the latest SLAC
design. Another possibility which might be worth exploring would be to put this
sextupole  before QD. It could then have a smaller bore and hence be shorter. Another
advantage is that the power losses from the  beam tail within the SC QD would be
reduced. This could help make the design for the 1 TeV machine easier (either  allowing
a slightly larger crossing-angle than 1.6mrad or also not quite as large an aperture forthis
magnet).

  -  Including an additional sextupole near QFX (as Yuri Nosochkov has done) will be
investigated in a simplified way  (with a thin lens element), to check for improvements in
the power losses further down in the extraction line. Later,  this and further optimizations
e.g. replacing QFX by a triplet (as Yuri has done) could be studied in Valencia by the
new PhD student who is beginning with Angeles Faus-Golfe.

  -  Olivier is starting to use BDSIM with the goal to estimate backgrounds backscattered
towards the detector from losses  at elements in the extraction line (in particular QFX).



BDSIM is now running on the linux farm at the CCIN2P3 computer  centre in Lyon but
there are still some technical problems with it. An initial project is also to cross-check the
 tracking inside the vacuum chamber provided by BDSIM against that from the SLAC
version of DIMAD, especially for the very  off-energy particles typical in the low energy
tail of the spent beam. This is started with Bernard Mouton.

  -  The power loss calculations in QD done by Rob in the past has been extended to
include vertical offsets at the IP.  The conditions producing the worst low energy tail
were used. Preliminary results indicate that the power is not  increased, because the
increase from the tail is compensated by a much reduced contribution from the radiative
bhabhas,  which are proportional to luminosity.

  -  John Carter (working with Rob and Grahame Blair) is using BDSIM to cross-check
the result from Takashi Maruyama concerning the backscattering of SR photons on the
poles of QD.

  -  The strategy for studying the feasibility of a 2mrad IR was discussed. Certainly the
most difficult case (1 TeV CM  energy and full luminosity with 2 10+10 particles per
beam) should be used, e.g. using appropriate doublet parameters  based on the LHC low
beta SC quads for QD. However it was agreed that the results should also be shown in the
three  following conditions:
     1. the same system with fields scaled down to accommodate 500 GeV and full
luminosity
     2. the same system for 1 TeV but for parameters giving reduced luminosity, e.g. lower
bunch charge, as could be expected in case one would consider immediately running
close to the highest energy, before upgrading the cryogenics to enable doing that at full
luminosity; a question came up here, concerning what the most likely parameters would
be in that case, either a shorter bunch train with unchanged bunch charge, or smaller
bunch charge and unchanged bunch train, or else maybe also the latter with some re-
optimization of the focusing parameters at the IP.
     3. the system with doublet parameters specifcally optimised (in particular, a shorter
QD) for the 500 GeV machine with full luminosity.

2) Questions on the recent SLAC design work

  -  Do we agree that it makes sense to study the 4 conditions described above ?
  -  Consequence for incoming beam when passing between poles of magnets centered on
the outgoing beam ?
  -  Could the sextupole near QD be placed before QD rather than after (see note 3 above)
?
  -  What power losses are obtained in QD and QFX for the 4 conditions described above
(or at least for a 500 GeV machine) ?
  -  Importance of using triplet rather than solely focussing QFX ?
  -  Are the results shown for nominal collisions or for the worst case vertical offset ?
  -  The fringe field from QF seems to have as large an effect on the low energy outgoing
trajectories as the sextupole.



Is that really so ? In that case it may be worrying: how sure can we be of the fringe field
components and how critical would then tuning be ?

3) Emphasis of further work in the context of demonstrating feasibility of the 2mrad IR

  -  Assess whether primary function of extracting the beams can be achieved with
acceptable power losses and "reasonable" magnets for the 4 cases discussed.
  -  Assess whether backscattering in the detector from beam losses near QFX are
acceptable given shielding
  -  Idem concerning handling the synchrotron radiation from QD
  -  Study the size of the hole in the BeamCal mask which is acceptable to limit
backscattering from pairs; Takashi seems to have assumed 2cm and Karsten has indicated
that this could be a problem; cross-checks and comparison are needed to conclude.
Maybe using graphite and other tricks could help.
  -  Optics design allowing spectrometry and polarimetry further down seems not to be
very hard to achieve, however the conditions of the halo in that region from the
overfocussed low energy beam tails could be very problematic e.g. in terms
of backgrounds; this can also be a problem for the 20mrad line, but one naturally expects
it to be worse in the 2mrad scheme. Hence it must be studied to assess whether the 2mrad
scheme can be suitable for post-IP spectrometry and polarimetry.
  -  Beam dumps (design, number, positions)


